
Ch. 7 – Medieval Christian Europe (330 – 1450 C.E.)

If you heard 
the term “The 
Dark Ages” 
what would 
you think of?



Timeline of the Middle Ages

The European Middle Ages are the approximately 1000 
years after the fall of the Roman Empire



Medieval Europe – A time of Transition

Who have we just finished studying?

What happened to their empire?

So around 400 CE:

- the Western Roman Empire is the Western empire is disintegrating

- the Eastern Roman Empire remains strong and unified



Learning Objectives

• Summarize how the Byzantine (Eastern Rome) empire 
flourished after the decline of Rome.

• Explain the impact of the fall of Rome on Western Europe.

• Describe how Germanic tribes carved Europe into small 
kingdoms.

• Explain how Charlemagne briefly reunited much of Western 
Europe and what happened to his empire after his death.

Medieval Christian Europe  (330–1450)
Lesson 1 The Early Middle Ages 



The Byzantine (Eastern) Empire Thrives

• Constantinople Grows and becomes what is known 
as the Byzantine Empire

• A Blending of Cultures – Constantinople is known 
today as Istanbul

As it was in the middle ages Constantinople was at a 
crossroads  between East (Asia) and (West) Europe



How would you describe the location of 
Constantinople and its strategic importance?



Medieval Europe – The Eastern Empire

Geography:

- Crossroads of the East/West – trade between Asia and 
Europe

- Strategic military location:

Important Harbor

Entrance to the Black Sea

- Connects the Mediterranean and Black Seas

- Easy to defend – water on 3 sides



The Byzantine Empire Thrives – Trade Routes



Eastern Empire – The Age of Justinian

Justinian rules for over 30 years (527 – 565 CE)

- As seen on the map he takes back some of the old Western 
Roman Empire (Italy, North Africa, part of Spain)

- He builds the Hagia Sophia church (which means “Holy 
Wisdom”)

- He completes a full legal reform – called Justinian’s Code

- He is an autocrat, essentially the sole voice of government

 Considered a god-king, bring state and church together

- His wife Theodora is a strong co-ruler of the empire 



The Hagia Sophia Today



The Hagia Sophia Video

Why was it built?

- Unrest in the city (starts with rival “fans” battling)

- Remember these are still Romans

Who built Hagia Sophia and why 

- Rebuilt/Re-ignite the glory of Rome

- Restore faith in his rule

- Keep the people busy



Justinian’s Code and its Impact



Decline of the Byzantine Empire

• Temporarily Justinian creates a rebirth of the wealth and power 
of Rome

• As with past empires there is a social structure

- The Byzantine social structure has peasants at the bottom

- These peasants do most of the work as farmers, taxpayers and 
soldiers

• Byzantium does well while its army is strong

• Eventually their territory shrinks around the city of 
Constantinople



Europe and the Middle East in the 7th Century



Changes in Western Europe

• In the West there is a shift towards the North
• Generally, it is a time of decline from the order and 

wealth of the Roman Empire. Medieval Europe.
• In Western Europe it is the “Dark Ages”
- Science and learning slow or are lost 
- Power is divided amongst many tribes and small 

kingdoms
- There was not much wealth and more disease
- Religion figured more prominently



Changes in Western Europe



Medieval Europe

Early Middle Ages 500 – 1050 CE

Late Middle Ages 1050 – 1350 CE



The Early Middle Ages

What does the video say are the main reasons for 
the “Dark Ages”? 



Germanic Kingdoms
• It is Germanic tribes that overrun Rome & the Western 

part of it’s empire – Goths, Visigoths, Franks
• The Kingdom of the Franks is unified under Clovis
• The Franks:
- Farmers/herders
- No large cities
- No written laws
- Elected Kings  soldiers loyal to the King
- Become the strongest of the Germanic tribe



The Franks under Clovis

Clovis: 

•Converts to Christianity

•Conquers and unifies 
Roman Gaul (today’s 
France)

•Allied with the pope, who 
is leader of the church



The Religious Orders Help preserve History

They:

-Preserve and Protect

-Write and Extend Knowledge

-Teach and Educate



The Birth of Islam

Islam emerges from the Middle East as a religion 
around 622

It quickly spreads west conquering North Africa, 
Palestine and Spain

The Muslim armies in Spain are a threat to the Franks, 
who are finally stopped by the Frankish king Charles 
“the Hammer” Martel in 732



The Franks under Charlemagne

Charlemagne is the grandson of Charles Martel

- He becomes King of the Franks

- Expands the Frankish Empire into parts of Italy and 
East into Germany, reuniting parts of the Roman 
Empire

- He has to continue fighting the Muslims in Spain and 
the other Germanic tribes in the East to maintain the 
empire



Charlemagne Builds an Empire

Charlemagne built an empire his descendants could not hold together. Locate Charlemagne's empire in 814. Predict Consequences 
What might be one result of the division of his empire? Explain.



Charlemagne Builds an Empire
In 800 CE,  the pope in Rome asks Charlemagne for help subduing 
powerful nobles in Rome

• With Charlemagne’s help they defeat the nobles
• Charlemagne is named “Emperor of the Romans” by the pope
• This Creates a Unified Christian Empire
• Charlemagne Revives Latin Learning and schools (although he 

could not write himself)
• Charlemagne's Legacy
He extends Christianity
Builds a strong central government to manage the empire



Charlemagne Builds an Empire

In this medieval illustration, Pope Leo III crowns a kneeling Charlemagne Emperor of the Romans in 
800 before an assembly of concerned churchmen. ExplainWhy did this event cause controversy?



The Franks and Europe under Siege

Charlemagne’s son and grandsons are unable to keep 
the empire together

The Empire ends up split into three

It is under attack from all sides:
- South and west by the Muslims
- East by the Magyars and Germanic tribes
- North by the Vikings of Scandinavia



Europe Under Siege



The Vikings

What do we know about the Vikings?

- Sailors

- Traders

- Very destructive

- Eventually begin settling in England and Northern France

- Make voyages to North America around 1000 CE



New Invasions Pound Europe

This is a modern replica of a Viking ship built around 820 and found buried in western Norway in 1903. 
Thirty oarsmen, a lookout, and man at the tiller would have sailed that ship.


